Antibiotic-resistant soil bacteria in transgenic plant fields
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Understanding the prevalence and polymorphism of antibiotic resistance genes in soil bacteria and their potential to be transferred horizontally is required to evaluate the likelihood and ecological (and possibly clinical) consequences of the transfer of these genes from transgenic plants to soil bacteria. In this study, we combined culture-dependent and -independent approaches to study the prevalence and diversity of bla genes in soil bacteria and the potential impact that a 10-successive-year culture of the transgenic Bt176 corn, which has a blaTEM marker gene, could have had on the soil bacterial community. The bla gene encoding resistance to ampicillin belongs to the beta-lactam antibiotic family, which is widely used in medicine but is readily compromised by bacterial antibiotic resistance. Our results indicate that soil bacteria are naturally resistant to a broad spectrum of beta-lactam antibiotics, including the third cephalosporin generation, which has a slightly wider range of antibiotic molecules.

Extended spectrum beta-lactamases (ESBLs) are partly due to the polymorphism of sporins. These high resistance levels for a wide range of antibiotics including the third cephalosporin generation, which has a slightly wider range of antibiotic molecules.

Results of beta-lactamases that are encoded by the blaTEM1 gene and its descendants. TEM1 beta-lactamase hydrolyzes only penicillins and some older cephalosporins, but descendants of TEM1 have evolved the ability to hydrolyze modern cephalosporins and monobactams. Indeed, the widespread use of beta-lactams in the past few decades has led to the evolution of a new generation of beta-lactamases, which have extended substrate spectra [i.e., extended spectrum beta-lactamases (ESBLs)]. ESBLs are generally plasmid-mediated enzymes that confer resistance to oxyimino-beta-lactams, such as cefotaxime, ceftazidime, and aztreonam (5). Numerous questions remain about the role that natural environments play in the maintenance and dispersion of antibiotic resistance genes and about the frequency with which these genes are exchanged among indigenous bacteria and whether they can spread from these commensal strains to clinical isolates. After many years of contradictory data about the actual production of antibiotics by indigenous microorganisms in soil (6), several reports were published confirming that antibiotics are produced in soils at sufficiently high concentrations to inhibit bacterial growth in the vicinity of the producers (7–10). These results suggest that in situ conditions are selective enough to drive the development of antibiotic resistance mechanisms as a necessary survival strategy to guard against antibiotic-producing strains. Moreover, the use of antibiotics in therapeutic treatments or as growth promoters and field cultivation of some genetically modified plants (GMPs) are suspected to increase the risk of antibiotic resistance gene dissemination. Several commercial GMPs contain antibiotic resistance genes that are still under the control of bacterial promoters as remnants of the bacterial vectors used to construct the GMPs. These former bacterial genes could be transferred more easily than other plant genes to soil bacteria because of a high degree of homology facilitating recombination in potential bacterial recipients (11). This might be the case for the insect-protected Bt176 corn that confers protection against attack by Lepidopteran insects because of the production of a Bt toxin. A bla gene under a bacterial promoter control that encodes a TEM116 beta-lactamase conferring resistance to ampicillin was introgressed into corn during the Bt176 event.

The possible impact of GMPs in terms of gene transfer to bacteria and modification of the soil microbial community with antibiotic resistance genes cannot be evaluated without considering the initial ecology of these genes in this community. Indeed, the impact level would strongly depend upon the natural prevalence of these genes in soil bacteria and their polymorphism that reflects their actual evolutionary level susceptible of providing the community with the ability to hydrolyze a more or less wide range of antibiotic molecules.

We addressed the questions of antibiotic resistance gene evolution and GMPs impact by investigating the diversity of bla genes in soil bacteria from fields cultured for as many as 10 successive years with transgenic (Bt176 event) and traditional corn lines and from a prairie soil in the same area. The study was based on a combination of culture-dependent and -independent approaches that aimed to determine the actual state of evolution of bla genes in soils. Then, we addressed the potential impact of these genes in soils. Then, we addressed the potential impact of these genes in soils.
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the transgenic plant on the prevalence of bla genes and the emergence of new resistant strains. In addition, the modifications of the bacterial community structure due to a potential (trans)gene transfer to bacteria and/or a direct effect of the GMPs was monitored by these methodological approaches and by the use of a 16S rRNA microarray (phylochip).

Results and Discussion

The study was conducted on soils sampled in Bazieges (Station Inter Institut Association Générale des Producteurs de Maïs-AGPM-Technique, Haute-Garonne, France), where transgenic Bt176 corn (T1 and T2 soil samples) and traditional corn (C1 and C2 soil samples) have been cultured in separate fields for 10 successive years. Soil samples from a prairie (P1 and P2 soil samples), recovered in the same area, were also analyzed. The insect-protected Bt176 corn was obtained by microprojectile bombardment into immature embryos of inbred corn line CG00526 (Zea mays L.), using two different plasmids, including pCIB4431 and pCIB3064, both containing a copy of the blaTEM116 gene that confers resistance to ampicillin and carbenicillin under the control of a bacterial promoter.

Total and Beta-Lactam-Resistant Cultivable Bacteria in Soils. Soil suspensions plated on appropriate media led to the recovery of cultivable bacteria and among them ampicillin-resistant isolates potentially carrying a bla gene. The total number of cultivable bacteria was not significantly different (0.36 < P < 0.62) between the three soils (1.7 × 10^5 in C1 to 2.5 × 10^5 in T2) [supporting information (SI) Table 1], but the level of resistant isolates was significantly different (P < 0.01) between cultivated and prairie soils. In the corn fields, the prevalence of cultivable ampicillin-resistant bacteria exhibited some heterogeneity that correlated not to the transgenic status of the plant but rather to field location. Percentages of resistant bacteria varied from 0.4% to 6.5% of total cultivable bacteria between samples T2 and T1, respectively, and from 5.5% to 8.0% in samples C2 and C1, respectively (SI Table 1). These results are consistent with other studies that found that the population levels of ampicillin-resistant bacteria in corn field soils did not exhibit significant difference between Bt176 transgenic and nontransgenic corns but did significantly differ with field location, sampling stage, and year of study (12). In prairie soil, prevalence of ampicillin-resistant bacteria is significantly higher, ranging from 54.4% to 69.6% in P2 and P1 samples, respectively (SI Table 1). This is a possible indication that bacterial communities not disturbed by agricultural practices may be more exposed to antibiotic-producing strains or in better contact for gene exchange and, as a consequence present a higher degree of antibiotic resistance.

A library of 576 ampicillin-resistant isolates (96 isolates per soil sample) was constructed. Beta-lactam resistance pattern of these isolates was determined by testing growth on media supplemented with antibiotics of the penicillin group, including ampicillin, carbenicillin, amoxicillin, penicillin G, and oxacillin, and the cephalosporin group, including cephalothin, cefamandole, and ceftriaxone, which are first-, second-, and third-generation cephalosporins, respectively.

Initially, we determined the resistance pattern of Escherichia coli DH5α and found that the presence of pCIB4431 plasmid, which was used to construct transgenic corn Bt176 and carried the blaTEM116 gene, conferred a robust resistance to penicillins, but would not provide the resistance to second- and third-generation cephalosporins. Then, the resistance pattern was established for all soil isolates, which exhibited a broad beta-lactam resistance spectrum (SI Fig. 2). This led to the observation that none of the 576 isolates tested exhibited the same resistance pattern as E. coli containing pCIB44311 because of their natural extended antibiotic resistance pattern. Almost all of the isolates from the three soils were resistant to penicillins and cephalosporin antibiotics belonging to the first and second generation, except sample T2, where bacteria were slightly less resistant to the second cephalosporin generation (94.6%). The only discriminating antibiotic belonged to the third cephalosporin generation, with resistance percentages ranging from 38.7% in sample P2 to 96.4% in sample C1. No marked difference was observed in bacterial antibiotic resistance level and pattern between transgenic and nontransgenic corn fields (SI Fig. 2 and SI Table 1). These data indicate that the growth of transgenic plants for >10 successive years on the same field has not increased the measurable level and spectrum of antibiotic resistance in the cultivable soil bacterial fraction, thus excluding any cumulative effect related to the constant release of transgenic plant DNA. The observed multiantibiotic resistance patterns of soil communities have been reported with bacteria resisting up to eight antibiotics belonging to various other antibiotic families (13, 14).

Diversity of blaTEM Genes in Bacterial Isolates and PCR-Amplified DNA from Soils. Presence and putative diversity of the blaTEM genes in the 576 ampicillin and carbenicillin-resistant soil isolates was studied after genomic DNA was amplified by PCR. The expected 828-bp PCR product, which generates 298- and 535-bp Rsal cut fragments according to the published sequence (GenBank accession no. AY425988), were obtained for 505 of these 576 genomic DNA (87.7%), confirming that the use of the two antibiotics efficiently selected blaTEM gene harboring strains or that there is a natural prevalence of this gene among ampicillin–carbenicillin-resistant soil bacteria. For the 71 other sequences, each digestion pattern was sequenced and did not correspond to a bla TEM sequence (results not shown).

For soil isolates, 80 PCR products were sequenced (15 from T1, 10 from T2, 16 from C1, 11 from C2, 12 from P1, and 16 from P2). Ten were identical to the blaTEM116 sequence of the transgenic corn (four T1, two C2, one P1, and three P2 sequences). This specific sequence was detected in bacteria isolated from the transgenic and nontransgenic corn fields and from the prairie soil. Some of these bacteria were resistant to ceftriaxone, indicating that these bacteria contained other antibiotic resistance mechanisms in addition to that encoded by the blaTEM116 gene or that its expression in soil bacteria increased the antibiotic resistance spectrum to third-generation cephalosporins. The 70 other PCR products had one nucleotide different from the blaTEM116 sequence (nucleotide 232, where G replaces A), which would substitute an isoleucin by a valin residue (neutral evolution) to provide a bla sequence used in cloning vectors (GenBank accession nos. X56095, L42764, AJ299425, and AJ431686) and encoding ampicillin resistance (15). Several PCR products yielded both A and G at position 232. Their cloning and sequencing revealed that some soil isolates carried at least two blaTEM genes. This agrees with data demonstrating that clinical isolates can produce as many as five distinct beta-lactamaes (16). The observation of only two types of blaTEM gene sequences in soil isolates might demonstrate the restricted soil diversity compared with clinical environments or that the high ampicillin and carbenicillin concentration and the culture medium used strongly selected genes and/or bacteria. To test these hypotheses, we first conducted the analysis of 16S rDNA sequences of 16 of these isolates (4 strains from T soil, 6 strains from C soil, and 6 strains for P soil). The 16S rDNA sequences classified isolates as belonging to only two genera, 15 as Pseudomonas genus (99% similarity) and 1 as Stenotrophomonas sp. (99% similarity).

Because cultivable bacteria represented <1% of total bacteria, diversity of blaTEM genes in soil bacterial community was further investigated by a culture-independent strategy. Bacterial metagenomic DNA was extracted from soil samples and submitted to PCR, using primers bla1 and bla2 (SI Table 2). PCR
products were cloned, and 178 inserts were selected on the basis of Rsal digestion pattern were sequenced (GenBank accession nos. EF514028–EF514205). This included 54, 56, and 68 PCR products from transgenic corn (named Bt1 to Bt54), nontransgenic corn (named M1 to M56), and prairie (named S1 to S68) soils, respectively. A group of 10 DNA inserts that originated from transgenic (five Bt sequences) and prairie (five S sequences) soil DNA exhibited the blaTEM116 gene sequence. A khit2 test, performed to compare the distribution of the blaTEM116 gene in the three soils demonstrated the absence of a transgenic plant effect (P < 0.10), thus confirming previous isolate-based data about its natural prevalence in environmental bacteria. In addition, this blaTEM116 gene was detected in DNA from another prairie soil (La Batie-Divisin, France) located 400 km away from the transgenic field, thus eliminating any possibility of contamination by the Bt176 plant DNA and reinforcing the potentially ubiquitous occurrence of this gene in prairie and agricultural soils. This result would justify a posteriori the choice of the blaTEM116 gene in the transgenic plant construction strategy, because it might have been already common in environmental bacteria and, thus, would limit the impact of a putative transfer from the transgenic plant to microbial biota. In addition to the blaTEM116 sequence, 153 different blaTEM nucleotide sequences were found in the PCR-amplified bacterial DNA, indicating a particularly high polymorphism level of this family of genes and confirming the interest in using a direct approach to avoid biases related to cultivation and selection methods. Polymorphism in the blaTEM genes was already noticed for clinical isolates with >150 variants (17). A phylogenetic relationship was established by using environmental and National Center for Biotechnology Information database sequences aligned between nucleotides 28 and 845 of blaTEM116 gene, corresponding to nucleotides 237 to 1054 of blaTEM1 gene, using the amino acid residue number as established in ref. 18. All of the blaTEM genes originating from soils grouped in a single cluster with only four sequences (B3, B8, B9, and B10) at the interface with sequences derived from medical facilities (Fig. 1) because of the presence of a G at position 458 (SI Fig. 3). Considering the low number of mismatches between blaTEM genes, the low bootstrap values, and the absence of a clear ancestor, the best representation was an unrooted phylogenetic tree that demonstrates the separation between clinical and environmental strains except for the blaTEM116 and blaTEM157 genes, which might have arisen from environmental origins. An alignment analysis clarified the differences between medical and environmental blaTEM sequences. Some bases are preferentially represented in medical genes and others are preferentially represented in environmental sequences, such as positions 442, 458, and 759 in blaTEM1 sequence (SI Fig. 3). Substitution of a G by a A at position 458 and substitution of a C by a T at position 759 are particularly specific of soil sequences, because no medical bla other than blaTEM116 and blaTEM157 possessed these substitutions. Such results cannot be due to PCR biases related to bla1 and bla2 primers that were designed to amplify all blaTEM and most bla genes but would confirm that beta-lactamases can easily evolve through point mutations. Furthermore, strains characterized by intermediate mutation frequencies have significantly higher levels of antibiotic resistance than strains with low and high mutation frequencies (19). Correlation between point mutation and polymorphism could explain why uncultured soil bacteria are a reservoir of antibiotic resistance genes (20).

**BLA Mutation Analyses.** To complete the previous study on bla diversity, we studied the potential activity of the partial BLA sequences retrieved from soils by comparing them to known beta-lactamases. The TEM1 beta-lactamase, a plasmid-borne enzyme (GenBank accession no. AF309824), was the first enzyme described in 1963 and is the most commonly detected in clinical bacteria (17, 21). Point mutations in plasmid bla genes expand the resistance spectrum of beta-lactamases even to the third cephalosporin generation, and most of the ESBLs from clinical isolates are mutants of TEM1 with one to four amino acid substitutions (5, 21).

In the present study, translation into a single protein was possible for only 139 of the 178 soil DNA PCR-amplified sequences. Other sequences contained internal stop codons or exhibited evidence that insertion or deletion events had modified the reading frame, and, therefore, these other sequences could be pseudogenes. A unique amino acid sequence was detected for 112 of the 178 analyzed fragments. Among the 139 sequences able to be translated, 35 sequences were 100% similar to BLA-TEM116 (15 Bt, 7 M, and 13 S sequences).

Comparisons to TEM1 were done by using the amino acid residues numbering as established in ref. 18 and according to www.lahey.org/studies. The environmental sequences included 120 different amino acid substitution positions (SI Table 3) with up to four amino acid residues modified. Some of them corresponded to sequence patterns detected in clinical environment (SI Table 4), such as mutations F16L, L21F, A42V, I51P, M69V, E104K, S130G, R164H, N175L, M182T, R204Q, G218E, E240K, N276D, and A280V. In addition, two specific mutations present in TEM116 and TEM157 and not in other medical sequences (V84I and A184V) were also detected in soil sequences. Mutation V84I was generally observed in soil sequences but was not present in B3, B8, B9, and Bt10 sequences. These sequences were at the interface between soil and clinical sequences in the phylogenetic tree (Fig. 1). Mutation A184V was detected in all soil sequences except in clone M27, presenting instead mutation
A184I, and can be thus considered as the signature of BLA-TEM sequences in soil bacteria. Considering these data, BLA-TEM116 and BLA-TEM157 could originate from soil.

Amino acid substitutions at positions located in close proximity to the active-site cavity, including positions 104, 164, 237, 238, and 239, are expected to open up novel enzyme-substrate interactions (22). Indeed, incorporation of a lysine at position 104, a serine at position 164 or 238, or the doublet threonine-lysine at positions 237 and 239 conferred an increased substrate range (23, 24). These substitutions were detected in five TEM beta-lactamases, e.g., TEM12 and TEM17 (5, 24–26). Accordingly, mutations E104K and R164H detected in clones Bt17 and Bt10, respectively, should produce an ESBL phenotype. Because serine 70 is a key catalytic residue, its substitution by another amino acid is expected to have a strong effect on enzyme efficiency, including resistance loss to beta-lactams (27). Clone M34 exhibits mutation S70G, which was never observed in clinical isolates. However, the PCR-based selection of blaTEM genes among soil DNA did not exclude those that no longer confer the resistance phenotype or pseudogenes.

These data indicate that the numbers of possible mutational combination pathways that increase or maintain bla TEM enzyme activity without decreasing its stability are not unlimited. For instance, resistance to cefotaxime conferred by a zymase activity without decreasing its stability are not unlimited. Combination pathways that increase or maintain efficiency, including resistance loss to beta-lactams (27). Clone M34 exhibits mutation S70G, which was never observed in clinical isolates. However, the PCR-based selection of blaTEM genes among soil DNA did not exclude those that no longer confer the resistance phenotype or pseudogenes.

These data indicate that the numbers of possible mutational combination pathways that increase or maintain bla TEM enzyme activity without decreasing its stability are not unlimited. For instance, resistance to cefotaxime conferred by a zymase activity without decreasing its stability are not unlimited. Combination pathways that increase or maintain efficiency, including resistance loss to beta-lactams (27). Clone M34 exhibits mutation S70G, which was never observed in clinical isolates. However, the PCR-based selection of blaTEM genes among soil DNA did not exclude those that no longer confer the resistance phenotype or pseudogenes.

Bacterial Diversity in Soils. Bacterial diversity in the different soils used was studied to determine whether the similarity observed between bla genes in the three soils was due to the presence of similar microbial structures. A microarray approach was developed to analyze and compare microbial community composition of soils recovered from a prairie and traditional and transgenic corn fields. For this purpose, a 16S rRNA-based taxonomic microarray composed of 575 probes targeting bacterial diversity (30) at various taxonomic levels from phyla to species was used. Principal component analysis (PCA) and k-means clustering of total bacterial community hybridization results (SI Fig. 4) showed significant differences between the three soils. However, the major difference was between the soils from corn fields (traditional and transgenic) and the prairie soil (43% of the total variability).

Changes in microbial communities due to the Bt trait have been shown to be smaller than changes due to soil type, plant growth stage, different (non-Bt) corn cultivar, and different crops (such as grass) (31). Other studies demonstrated that bacterial diversity as measured by metabolic profiling and molecular analysis of 16S rRNAs in nontransgenic and transgenic corn rhizospheres was not significantly different (32, 33). Indeed, rhizospheric bacterial diversity is affected more by soil texture or growing season than by cultivation of transgenic varieties (32, 34). In contrast, genetically modified potatoes expressing antibacterial compounds were observed to induce different microbial activity rates and structures (35). However, in that study, the impact of the genetic modification cannot be correlated to the transgenic trait, but rather to the plant genotype as the traditional corn was not the isogenic variety of the Bt corn.

In conclusion, the similarity observed between bla genes in the three soils was not correlated to the microbial structures, because they were significantly different.

Hypothesis for a Transgenic Contamination. The continuously increasing antibiotic resistance in pathogenic (and maybe commensal) bacteria is one of the most striking demonstrations that human activity might accelerate evolutionary changes in other species, especially in highly adaptable organisms, such as bacteria. Ampicillin is one of the few examples of an antibiotic, which has rapidly lost its efficacy. Ampicillin was deployed in 1961, and resistance was first observed 15 years later (36). Antibiotic resistance genes detected on numerous plasmids today were mostly present in bacteria replicons isolated in the preantibiotic era (37, 38). These dramatic changes confirm the fundamental role of horizontal gene transfer (HGT) in the dispersion of these genes between bacteria. However, several fundamental questions remain about whether HGT occurs in hospitals or in the environment and the role of commensal bacteria, including those from soils as donors or recipients of DNA, thus justifying studies to evaluate the possible impact that transgenes could have as templates for further gene evolution.

Transgene transfer from plants to bacteria has been detected under greenhouse conditions with specifically selected donor and recipient organisms (39). Despite these experiments that simulated the environment, plant bacteria HGT events remain undetected under field conditions. These limitations justified carrying out studies on soil samples originating from fields cultivated with the Bt176 corn plants for 10 successive years. This period could increase the probability that the gene would be transferred to soil bacteria and that the soil bacterial community would demonstrate some effect. In addition, this plant was one of the first transgenic plants to have been developed and certain remain as one of the rare GMPs used in which a resistance gene has been cloned with its own promoter. The prokaryotic origin of the blaTEM116 gene and presence of a bacterial promoter are two factors susceptible to facilitate its transfer to bacteria and to improve the fitness of the recombinants that would be able to express this gene.

The potential that the diversity of the blaTEM gene in metagenomic DNA could have evolved from the transgene was evaluated by comparing the divergence of soil blaTEM sequences with blaTEM116 gene. To further test this hypothesis, synonymous (silent, dS) and nonsynonymous (amino acid altering, dN) nucleotide substitutions were estimated (40). dN/dS ratios = 1 correspond to negative, positive, or neutral evolutions (related to selective pressure), respectively. A coding sequence is considered to be positively selected if the nonsynonymous substitution rate is significantly higher than the synonymous substitution rate. Among the 153 different metagenomic sequences tested, only five sequences (3.3%) were positively selected (SI Fig. 5). Two sequences arose from the transgenic corn soil (Bt10 and B24), and the three others came from the prairie soil (S46, S54, and S63). These genes could have evolved through environmental pressure leading to more adapted sequences. Negatively selected sequences include 36.6% of the cloned sequences leading to less adapted genes, which might not even be functional. Their activity could not be tested, because PCR primers used were designed inside the bla gene. However, this relatively high percentage might illustrate the general lack of selection pressure in these soils. Finally, there are 60.1% of sequences with the dN/dS ratio equal to 1, indicating that some of these genes are in the same evolution state as the transgenic sequence without any apparent additional selective pressure and that these genes were either well adapted to their environment or perhaps unnecessary for bacterial survival. Thus, the envi-
ronmental selective pressure cannot be shown to influence the diversity of the blaTEM genes.

**Conclusion**

After the first cultivation of GMPs in the fields, questions have soon arisen about the risk of transfer of the transgenes to soil bacteria with possible consequences on the bacterial community structure and on the spread of antibiotic resistance to soil and clinical strains.

The successful transfer of transgene-borne antibiotic resistance genes to bacteria might be unavoidable according to a plethora of scientific data. This includes the long-term DNA persistence in soil, the heterogeneous soil structure favoring contact between DNA and bacteria, the prokaryotic origin of the plant transgene sequences that represent a specific risk for a facilitated integration in a bacterial genome by HGT as demonstrated under laboratory (41), and greenhouse conditions (39). In addition, in the Bt176 event that we investigated here, the bacterial promoter was introduced concomitantly with the antibiotic resistance gene that would facilitate its expression in a potential recipient. Finally, these GMPs were cultured in the same field for 10 successive years, making this GMP-field combination particularly suitable to address gene transfer questions and impact on soil bacteria.

However, the detection of such events remains very difficult, and, in this study, we, like others before, did not detect any cellular or molecular evidence that the blaTEM116 gene from the Bt176 transgenic plant was transferred to bacteria. If such transfer events ever happened (although undetectable), they apparently remain without consequences on the soil bacterial community structure. In addition, the use of the sensitive microarray-based hybridization technique failed to detect any significant changes in soil bacteria that could be specifically related to the presence of the transgenic plants or to the expression of the transgene, including cry genes.

These results are probably partly due to the low frequency at which these transfer events happen and at a limited efficiency of the investigation protocols. However, they are also and mainly because these genes are already present in soil. Bacteria that would have acquired a blaTEM116 gene from the plant would not have a specific selective advantage relative to other resistant bacteria. Our results indicate that indigenous bacteria are already involved in evolutionary processes by point mutations and HGT as evidenced by the polymorphism of the bla gene in the various soils tested. This could indicate that soil is certainly a reservoir in which all bacteria, including clinical pathogens, can acquire the genetic determinants that could permit them to adapt rapidly to present and future antibiotics. These results confirm the interest of considering the evolutionary potential of bacteria when evaluating the impact of GMPs. Our data are sufficiently informative to conclude that the risk that antibiotic-resistant genes in GMPs can pose to commensal and clinical bacteria should be considered as almost null. This risk has to be neglected not because these genes cannot be transferred but because the plethora of genes already present in soil bacteria and the constant evolution to which they are subjected limit the impact that a newly acquired, yet identical, gene from a plant can have.

**Experimental Procedures**

**Bacteria, Media, and Plasmids.** Bacteria, media, and plasmids are described in SI Text.

**Soil Sampling.** Soil was sampled (SI Text) by using geostatistical methods as described by Atteia et al. (42). The soil was sieved at 2 mm. Some soils characteristics are showed in SI Table 5. Trace elements in soil were analyzed by inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (ICP-MS HP 4500; Agilent), using external calibration and internal standard correction (SI Table 6).

**Isolation and Enumeration of Bacteria.** Recovery of bacteria was performed by using a Nycodenz gradient separation method (SI Text) as described in ref. 43. To enumerate total and resistant soil cultivable bacteria, appropriate dilutions of bacterial suspension were spread onto tryptic soil agar (TSA) 1/10 medium alone or supplemented with ampicillin and carbenicillin. Colonies were counted after a 2-day incubation at 28°C. Colonies grown on selective plates were used to constitute a library of 96 ampicillin and carbenicillin-resistant isolates for two samples of each of the three soils.

**Antibiotics-Resistance Assays.** The following beta-lactam antibiotics were used in this study: ampicillin, carbenicillin, amoxicillin, penicillin G, oxacillin, cephalothin, cefamandole, and ceftriaxone. Details are provided in SI Text.

**DNA Manipulations.** DNA extraction and cloning step are described in SI Text.

**PCR Assays.** The different primer sets, the targeted genes, and the sizes of the generated PCR products are described in SI Table 2. Detection of blaTEM-like genes was performed by amplifying an 828-bp fragment with primers bla1 and bla2, whose sequences are complementary to a conserved portion of the blaTEM gene sequences. Amplifications of blaTEM genes from soil isolates were first performed in a final volume of 20 µl (SI Text). Samples presenting expected sizes were selected for a new PCR in final volume of 100 µl for sequencing.

Amplifications of blaTEM sequences from metagenomic DNA (SI Text) were performed on 5 µl of extracted DNA in a final volume of 200 µl in presence of 1 µg of T4 gene 32 protein (Roche) and 1 unit of titanium Tag polymerase (Clontech). After purification on 1% (wt/vol) agarose gel, amplified DNA was cloned into vector TOPO-TA and transformed into E. coli TOP10. Cloned metagenomic blaTEM sequences were checked by PCR with primers M13F and M13R (provided in the cloning kit) on 2 µl of liquid culture of transformed E. coli strains with the Tag polymerase from Invitrogen in a final volume of 20 µl.

The 16S rDNA genes of ampicillin-resistant isolates and of metagenomic DNA were amplified by using the primers pa and pH (SI Table 2 and SI Text). Amplified DNA was then loaded on a 0.8% (wt/vol) agarose gel, and excised bands were purified by using the QIAquick Gel MinElute Extraction kit (Qiagen).

**Microarray Assays.** Fluorescence labeling of 16S rRNA PCR products from bacterial communities, manufacturing and processing of the 16S RNA-based microarrays, hybridization, scanning, and data analysis of microarrays were performed as described in refs. 30 and 44. Comparisons of microarray data were carried out by PCA and k-means clustering, using the package ade4 and stats for R (www.r-project.org), respectively. PCA was performed by using the covariance matrix and k-means clustering the algorithm of Hartigan and Wong (45). For each soil sample, two hybridization replicates were done.

**DNA Sequencing.** The nucleotide sequences of blaTEM and 16S rRNA were determined from soil isolates by direct sequencing of the PCR products after column purification performed by the sequencing society (Genoscreen, Lille, France or Genome Express, Meylan, France). The nucleotide sequence of blaTEM was also obtained from soil metagenomic DNA by sequencing cloned PCR products with primers M13F/M13R.

**Sequence and Phylogenetic Analyses.** Sequences were submitted to the National Center for Biotechnology Information data bank and compared by using the BLASTN and BLASTX algorithm (46). On the basis of the results of the database analyses, bla sequences were aligned in between and with the bla sequence of plasmid pCIB4341, using ClustalX software, Version 1.64b. Phylogenetic reconstructions were generated with three different analytical methods, maximum parsimony, maximum likelihood, and neighbor-joining, using the Phylowin software package (47), and visualized with NJPLOT (48). The dN/dS ratio was calculated after the clustalX alignment (49) between DNA sequences with the SNAP software (40).

Chimeric 16S rRNA gene sequences were checked by using the chimera detection program Pintail version 0.33 (available at www.cardiff.ac.uk/biosis/research/biosof/pintail/pintail.html). Data management and computation were performed with Microsoft Excel software.
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